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Abstract

Satellite records of microwave surface emission have been used to interpolate in-

situ observations of Antarctic surface mass balance (SMB) and build continental-scale

maps of accumulation. Using a carefully screened subset of accumulation measure-

ments in the 90
◦
–180

◦
E sector, we show a reasonable agreement with microwave-5

based accumulation map in the dry-snow regions, but large discrepancies in the coastal

regions where melt occurs during summer. Using an emission microwave model, we

explain the failure of microwave sensors to retrieve accumulation by the presence of

layers created by melt/re-freeze cycles. We conclude that regions potentially affected

by melting should be masked-out in microwave-based interpolation schemes.10

1 Introduction

Arthern et al. (2006) have recently produced a new Antarctic Surface Mass Balance

(SMB) map (referred as A06) using both field measurements and microwave and ther-

mal infrared remote sensing data. The same SMB measurements as in the former

SMB map (Vaughan et al., 1999) (referred as V99) are used, but a new geostatistical15

method is applied to interpolate the ground measurements to every point of the grid-

ded map. The interpolation relies on a spatial background model of the accumulation

based on the annual-mean thermal infrared temperature and the polarisation ratio of

microwave brightness temperature at 4.3 cm wavelength (6.9 GHz). The microwave

brightness temperature has been shown to be a good proxy of the accumulation in20

Greenland (Winebrenner et al., 2001) and in Antarctica (Vaughan et al., 1999). These

studies used however a shorter wavelength (0.8 cm, i.e. 37 GHz) which is more sen-

sitive to snow grains scattering and consequently is more dependent on grain size.

According to A06, the new map describes the average accumulation rate with an ac-

curacy of 10% or better at an effective spatial resolution of 100 km. The authors also25

suggest the new SMB map may eliminate some of the discrepancies between climate
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models and earlier compilations or maps of SMB as observed by Genthon and Krinner

(2001).

The microwave energy emitted (relevant for passive measurements) or backscat-

tered (relevant for active measurements) by dry snow pack is sensitive to the number

of layers (characterized by a jump in density inducing a jump in refractive index) over a5

given depth. In addition, the number of layers seems related to the annual snowfall ac-

cumulation over ice sheet. These two facts are the foundation of using the polarisation

ratio (Arthern et al., 2006) as well as of using active instruments to map the accumu-

lation distribution in Greenland, including scatterometer (Drinkwater et al., 2001) and

Synthetic Aperture Radar (Forster et al., 1999; Munk et al., 2003). However, accu-10

mulation rate is not the only factor influencing the morphological structure of the snow

pack. Pronounced density contrasts within the snow pack may also result from melt

layers and/or ice lenses created by refreezing of melt-water. Refreezing can occur at

some depth in the cold snow pack while melt-water may be produced at the surface,

usually during summer time, in coastal areas and at the surface of ice shelves in East15

and West Antarctica (Van den Broeke et al., 2006). The contribution of melting to the

internal layering in the snow pack implies a) that the relationship between surface mass

balance and brightness temperature (or polarisation ratio of brightness temperatures)

is not unequivocal, and b) that particular attention must be taken when studying the

capability of satellite imagery to map accumulation patterns in areas affected by sur-20

face melting. Arthern et al. (2006) already notice this potential issue but consider that

regions where strong melting occurs represent only a small area of Antarctica, mostly

confined to peripheral ice shelves and have a small impact on the interpolated accu-

mulation distribution pattern. Here, we analyse in more detail the effect of melting on

the accumulation retrieval and show that even moderate or rare melting, covering a25

significant surface of the Antarctic, degrades the retrieval.

In this paper, we concentrate in the 90
◦
–180

◦
E sector. Quality-controlled and up-

dated accumulation observations (referred as M07) (Magand et al., 2007) confirm

the good accuracy of A06’s map in ever-dry-snow region as on the Antarctic Plateau
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(Sect. 3.1) but also show the negative impact of surface melting (Sect. 3.2). With phys-

ical arguments and by using a physical microwave emission model (Sect. 4) we explain

and evaluate quantitatively the effect of surface melting on the polarisation ratio. Sec-

tion 5 gives conclusions and recommendations.

2 Data and methods5

2.1 Selection of observed SMB data in 90
◦
–180

◦
E Antarctic sector

Recently, Magand et al. (2007) produced a quality-controlled dataset of SMB mea-

surements by discarding SMB measurements which do not fit quality criteria based

on 1) an up-to-date review and quality rating of various SMB measurement methods

and 2) coherency, completion, or lack of meta-information (location, dates of measure-10

ments, time period covered by the SMB values, primary data sources) related to each

SMB record. The filtering procedure was applied on V99‘s dataset (the same data are

also in A06) in the 90
◦
–180

◦
E Antarctic sector, from Queen Mary to Victoria Lands

(Fig. 1). New SMB measurements from the Australian, Russian and Italian-French sci-

entific activities since 1998 (see references in Magand et al., 2007) have been added15

and provide independent ground-truth as they were not used by A06. A high quality

dataset is thus obtained at the cost of a strong reduction in observation number and

spatial coverage. In the present work, A06’s interpolated SMB data are compared to

our quality controlled dataset.

2.2 Comparison method20

Each M07 data (corresponding to a field point) is compared to the nearest A06 grid-

point (NearestGP) value, as well as to the average of A06’s accumulation values within

a radius of 20, 50 and 100 km to prevent representativeness mis-interpretation.
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Relative differences are calculated as follows:

Rel. Diff. =





A06i − A06j

A06i



 × 100 (1)

with A06i ,j , the interpolated A06’s SMB value at resolution i and j , and associated to

each observed SMB data. Table 1 shows that relative differences between the different

methods are small.5

The highest disagreement (mean value of 5±6%) is observed between the nearest

grid-point method and the average within 100 km (A06-100). Since the difference is

small, only the average values within 100 km are presented in the next sections. Other

dataset (NearestGP, 20 km, 50 km) were also used but no major differences were found

and conclusions are the same.10

3 Results

3.1 A06-100 SMB versus M07 SMB

Comparisons between M07 SMB observations and the A06 map average at 100 km

resolution (A06-100) are given in Fig. 2 and Table 2. In Fig. 2, black crosses mark the

new measurements not used in A06. The overall correspondence is good, demonstrat-15

ing the quality of the A06’s SMB map in the studied sector. Larger scatter is found for

the highest accumulation rates, usually in coastal areas. At a first glance, this is not

surprising because of the low spatial sampling density in the latter areas characterized

by high natural variability of the net accumulation.

Most points fit in the range of normally distributed y-residuals from regression line.20

Only two points (not shown in the figure) are clearly outside the main cloud of point.

These outliers come from an area between the Law Dome saddle (67
◦
15

′
S, 112

◦
E)

at 800 m a.s.l. and A028 (68
◦
24

′
S, 112

◦
E) at 1650 m a.s.l. (Goodwin, 1988). Mea-

sured SMB is twice higher (781 and 806 kg m
−2

yr
−1

) than in A06’s map (361 and
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402 kg m
−2

yr
−1

, respectively). This is not surprising since the Law Dome region is

characterized by strong precipitation, gradients due to the topography (Goodwin, 1991;

Goodwin et al., 2003). The typical length of accumulation variability is about 10 km to

be compared with the 100 km resolution of the A06’s SMB map. These two outliers are

then discarded from our analysis and in particular from the statistics (Table 2).5

First column in Table 2 shows comparison between A06-100 and filtered V99 data

(i.e. a quality-controlled subset of data available to and used by A06). Relative RMS

difference (31%) is in agreement with the error estimated by A06. Comparison with

the new measurements not used by A06 shows a larger RMS difference (46%; Ta-

ble 2, column 2). Statistics for M07 (new data + V99) (Table 2, column 3) only slightly10

deteriorates the correlation with RMS difference of 35% instead of 31% as previously

calculated.

Looking at the altitudinal distribution of all SMB data from the coast to 4000 m a.s.l.,

we observe that:

– New data are predominantly issued from the Antarctic plateau, above15

2000 m a.s.l.;

– A06’s map tends to over-estimate observed SMB values on the Antarctic plateau,

and under-estimate those below 2000 m a.s.l.

– From the coast to 1000 m a.s.l., large errors (RMS difference of 55% and 59%,

respectively in 0–500 and 500–1000 m elevation bins) occur between the M0720

and the A06-100 SMB data sets. Most of them are located in areas where surface

melting events occurs (i.e. melt areas).

3.2 Snow melting areas and microwave signatures

The presence of liquid water in snow induces a large increase of the emissivity and

radical shortening of the penetration depth (Rott and Sturm, 1991) with respect to dry25
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snow. This singular signature makes surface melting easily detectable by passive mi-

crowave remote sensing. Using 19 GHz horizontally polarised brightness temperature

acquired by the SMMR (1979–1988) and SSM/I (1988-onward) microwave radiome-

ters, melt events are mapped every day (or every other day for SMMR) in Antarctica at

about 50 km effective resolution (Torinesi et al., 2003; Picard and Fily, 2006). It is worth5

noting at this point that

– The dataset of melt events is independent of the microwave observations used by

A06 to produce the accumulation map. Different microwave frequencies and time

periods are used (events detection uses daily data while the polarization ratio is

based on many years average).10

– The technique does not provide information about the amount of melted water

during the event nor about the processes that occurs during and after the melt

event (percolation, refreezing and so on) (but an improved method has been pro-

posed recently for the Greenland Ice Sheet (Winebrenner et al., 2001)). It is

difficult to assess what happens during refreezing and whether a dense or ice15

layer is formed. As a consequence, the number of melt events is only a proxy for

the number of ice layers.

The number of ice layers that could affect the polarisation ratio at 6.9 Ghz depends on

the number of melt events that have occurred in the past, the microwave penetration

depth and the accumulation rate that governs burial of ice layers. At 6.9 GHz, the20

observed brightness temperature results from the emission in the upper tens of meters

(Surdyk, 1995, 2002). Penetration depth at 5.3 Ghz is also estimated of the order of

tens of meters in dry polar firn (Partington, 1998; Bingham and Drinkwater, 2000).

Depending on the annual accumulation rate, dense layers in the first tens of meters

have been formed a few years up to decades ago. To estimate the number of melt25

layers in the 10 first meters, we computed the total number of melting days during the

period required for accumulating such quantities of snow. A mean snow density of

500 kg m
−3

is assumed. Calculation can not be performed for regions where the period
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extends back before microwave observations were available (i.e. 1979). These regions

are characterized by low accumulation and are usually located at high altitude where

surface melting never occurs even in summer.

M07 SMB data issued from areas submitted to melting events from 1979 to 2006 are

presented in Figs. 3 and 4 as grey squares (1–10 melting days) and black circles (more5

than 10 melting days). Figure 3 shows that a large number of the observed SMB which

do not match well with A06-100’s SMB comes from regions affected by surface melting

events. Furthermore, the scatterplot shows the absence of a meaningful relationship

between M07 observations and A06-100 SMB. Points from the wet-zone are clearly

divided in two groups depending on the number of melting days (Fig. 3). The horizontal10

alignment for each group shows the absence of relationship between A06-100 SMB

and the observations. This results in a larger RMS difference (51% instead of 34%

with all the data, Table 2, column 4). The RMS difference is even larger (56%) if only

points affected by more than 10 melting days are considered.

4 Discussion15

From Table 2 it is clear that excluding data from melt zones clearly improves the fit

between A06 map and the observations with RMS relative difference of 27% instead

of 34%. We further investigate here the physical origin of this result. The polarisation

ratio is sensitive to the number of layers and density contrast between these layers.

Large polarisation ratio corresponds to strong stratification. Any change of density20

in the snowpack as well as the top air-snow interface are seen by microwaves as a

change in refractive index. At observation angles around 50
◦
–53

◦
close to the Brewster

angle, every interface preferentially transmits vertically polarized waves and preferen-

tially reflects horizontally polarized waves (West et al., 1996). The microwaves emitted

by thermal agitation in the deep layers of the snow pack must cross many interfaces25

before escaping from the snow pack and reaching the satellite. Since the transmission

at each interface is larger for the vertically-polarized wave, the brightness temperature
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at vertical polarisation is larger than the horizontally one, and the difference between

both polarisations increases with the number of layers and density contrast. The polar-

isation ratio P−P0 is then proportional to the layer number within the snow-pack, where

P0=0.035 is the polarisation ratio of the air-snow interface (Arthern et al., 2006):

P =
TB(V )− TB(H)

TB(V )+ TB(H)
(2)5

The link between number of layers and accumulation is less clear. Winebrenner et

al. (2001) related the variation in polarisation ratios (modelling and in situ observations)

to the accumulation rate occurring at different observation points in Greenland dry snow

region. They showed a strong link between random firn density stratification and the

accumulation rate. Arthern et al. (2006) extended this approach by accounting for a10

temperature dependence on the stratification kinetic in Antarctica (layers form slower at

lower temperature). Further investigations are needed to understand the link between

accumulation and stratification but from a pragmatic point of view, a clear relationship

exists and allows accurate accumulation estimation in dry zones.

In the melt zone, the polarisation ratio is not so clearly related to the accumulation.15

Figure 4 shows Ln(P−P0) as a function of Ln(M07 SMB). Similarly to A06, brightness

temperature (Tb) at 6.9 Ghz acquired by the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiome-

ter (ASMR-E) on Aqua satellite (Cavalieri, 2004) are averaged between 2002 and 2006

and used to estimate the polarisation ratio P−P0. The overall correlation is significantly

different from zero at the 99% level (n=278; R=0.708; p<0.01). However, distinguish-20

ing points between dry and melt zones shows a) that most of the points located in

melt zones are characterized by higher polarisation ratio than those with similar SMB

in the dry zones and b) there is no clear dependence between the SMB values in melt

zones and the polarisation ratio. The accumulation rates thus cannot be directly corre-

lated to the polarisation ratio. By eliminating points affected by melting, the relationship25

between polarisation ratio and accumulation is stronger (n=227; R=0,850; p<0.01).

Using the Microwave Emission Model of Layered Snow packs (Wiesmann and

Mätzler, 1999), we have simulated the polarisation ratio P−P o for a variety of struc-
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tured snow packs. We found that a snow pack composed of snow layers (fine grain,

density 400 kg m
−3

) interleaved with 3-cm thick icy layers (density 700 kg m
−3

) regularly

spaced every 2 m has a polarisation ratio of ln(P−P o)=−2.0, the upper bound of those

observed in Fig. 4 for the pixels in the melt zone. A single melt event every 2 years is

sufficient for creating such a structure assuming 1-m annual accumulation. More icy5

layers or weaker accumulation would lead to larger polarisation ratio. These results

show that even infrequent melt events result in polarisation ratios larger than the typi-

cal range of polarisation used to retrieve accumulation. It means that even infrequent

melting disrupts significantly the relationship between P−P o and accumulation.

To build the background field model capturing the spatial variability in accumulation10

rates, A06 used 46 observations that are located in areas affected by melting (in our

study sector 90–180
◦

East where melting is relatively infrequent). The results pre-

sented in this paper strongly suggest the background model is inaccurate in the melt

areas even if the background model also uses other information (i.e. thermal infrared).

How this inaccuracy translates into the A06 map is difficult to quantify as the accumu-15

lation measurements are the primary source of information to build the map and the

background model is only used for the interpolation. However, we recommand polari-

sation ratios should not be used in melt areas.

5 Conclusion

Comparing the recent A06’s Antarctic accumulation map with quality-controlled in-situ20

observations in the 90
◦
–180

◦
East Antarctic sector (Magand et al., 2007), we show

that, in spite of a fair overall agreement on the plateau, there is a poor agreement in

the coastal regions affected by surface melting. The disagreement in melt areas is

a consequence of the fact that melt-refreeze layers affect the microwave emissivity in

horizontal polarisation more strongly than accumulation does.25

The surface melting in the 90–180
◦
E sector in East Antarctica observed by mi-

crowave radiometers (Picard and Fily, 2006) represents more than 0.6×10
6

km
2

i.e.
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approximately 14% of the sector (∼4.4×10
6

km
2
). Because the mean accumulation

is comparatively higher in the coastal zones, the mean surface mass balance in the

melt areas is ∼24% of total accumulation in the sector. Extrapolating to the whole

of Antarctica, melt areas represent ∼25% of the total surface and about 42% of the

total accumulation. Areas affected by surface melting are then far from negligible in5

terms of surface areas and even less in terms of accumulation volume. Thus, while

A06 provides the latest and most up-to-date evaluation of the spatial distribution of

accumulation over Antarctica, along with an original and most useful evaluation of er-

rors, it is expected that not using microwave observations in melt areas for building the

background model could further increase the accuracy of the map.10
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Table 1. Mean relative differences (±1σ) between various interpolated A06 accumulation data

set at M07 site measurements. Different interpolation methods are Nearest Grid Point (A06-

NGP) and average of values within a radius of 20 (A06-20), 50 (A06-50) and 100 km (A06-100).

In parenthesis, the maximum relative difference value.

A06-20 km A06-50 km A06-100 km

A06-NGP 2±2% (15%) 3±4% (32%) 5±6% (63%)

A06-20 km – 2±3% (19%) 4±5% (47%)

A06-50 km – 3±2% (24%)
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Table 2. Comparison between A06-100’s interpolated SMB data and different selections of

corresponding observed SMB data (M07).
1

“Outliers” values are discarded from the present

statistics.
2

PF represent SMB data localized in areas characterized by Percolation Facies re-

gions. RMS differences are expressed in kg m
−2

yr
−1

(i.e. mm WE), and relative RMS are

normalized by the A06-100 interpolated values.

M07 M07 M07 M07 in PF M07

(V99)
1

(new)
1

(all)
1

areas
2

minus PF
2

RMS difference (kg m
−2

yr
−1

) 85 58 77 126 61

Relative RMS difference (%) 31 46 35 51 28

n data 189 92 281 52 229
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Fig. 1. Area of investigation with distribution pattern of surface melting areas observed in 90–

180
◦

East Antarctica sector, from 1979 to 2006, by the SMMR (1979–1988) and SSM/I (1988-

onward) microwave radiometers. Crosses represent the filtered observed SMB data resulting

from M07. Melting areas are expressed in average melting days by year.
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 357 
 358 

Figure 2: Comparison between observed SMB values from filtered observed SMB data set 359 
Fig. 2. Comparison between observed SMB values from filtered observed SMB data set (M07)

and interpolated SMB values averaged at 100 km resolution (A06-100). Empty crosses corre-

spond to observed SMB data used by V99 and A06, and black crosses represent new observed

SMB data obtained from ITASE, RAE and ANARE projects since 1998 (see M07).
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 364 
 365 

Figure 3: Comparison between observed SMB values from filtered observational SMB data 366 

∼

Fig. 3. Comparison between observed SMB values from filtered observational SMB data sets

(M07) and interpolated SMB values averaged in 100 km resolution (A06-100) with distribution

pattern of observed SMB points located in Percolation Facies (PF∼melting events) areas. Cu-

mulative melting days are calculated on the basis of 6.9 GHz microwave penetration depth (dp)

of 10 m. SMB values are expressed in kg m
−2

yr
−1

(i.e. mm W.E.).
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Figure 4: Comparison between the logarithmically transformed Polarisation ratios issued 374 
Fig. 4. Comparison between the logarithmically transformed Polarisation ratios issued from

2002–2006 satellite record and the M07 accumulation rate values. Polarisation ratio is ex-

pressed as P minus P0; this last component of polarization being issued from reflection at

the air-snow interface as thermal emission leaves the snow. Observed SMB data located in

Percolation Facies areas are reported. Cumulative melting days are calculated on the basis of

6.9 GHz microwave penetration depth (dp) of 10 m.
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